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ACROSS
One, like a Christmas tree, with a fixed 
conventional style (6)

1

Weak one, with crippling disease, transported 
by pilot (6)

5

Balkan native, tied up by a male, exploited 
concentration of light (5,4)

9

Muted sound coming from aircraft (5)10
Disturbed grave filled in by sick person from 
a small town (8)

11

Restrain newlywed crossing threshold of 
love-nest (6)

12

Nothing in unit changed after loser reversed 
decision (10)

14

Diet consisting of mostly gooey stuff (4)15
Locate what's seen by audience (4)17
UN's course given backing is not subjected to 
pressure (10)

19

Unlimited grog fenced by a criminal 
overseas? (6)

22

An image formed about love and extreme 
self-importance (8)

23

Landlord's offering facility with entrance 
that's large (5)

25

Oath of a fool from the UK accepted by 
snoop (9)

26

Aid not offered in adversity upset parish 
council (6)

27

Witness died giving up one in a highly-
ranked position (6)

28

DOWN
Company lies diminished by one's moves on 
board (7)

2

Number joined with congregation holding 
mass as usual (8)

3

Citrus fruit mild in taste in the extreme (10)4
Famine not supported by popular celebrity (4)5
Pass on one piano on show in shop (6)6
Captured image lad recalled is a disgrace (7)7
Bury information from the past dogging the 
writer's agent (12)

8

Catalogue carrying very effective place to 
keep horses (6,6)

9

Catching criminal to identify notes (10)13
Soccer, say, leaves male with a leg injury 
(4,4)

16

Saucy thing could be biting ear outrageously 
(7)

18

Muslim place entered by converted nun (7)20
Man shortened kite designed to go far (4,2)21
Surgery's starting to reward doctor (4)24


